In this paper I study various compatibility relations which hold among the j q as X is replaced by Σ n X. In particular, I show that, for k > n, the iterated evaluation map In certain cases, the maps δ kf7l are then identified as standard projection maps. Consequences are then discussed.
Special cases of James-Hopf maps were defined by James [7] , Toda [17] , and Milgram [13] who fit their maps into the E-H-P sequence and its generalization. Snaith [16] then proved the above mentioned splitting theorem. If X is a Thorn space, Kosckorke and Sanderson [9] have given a geometric description of these maps as operations between bordism theories. J. Caruso, F. Cohen, J. P. May, and L. Taylor [2, 5] note that a "Cartan formula" interrelating the maps j q allow them to be defined even for nonconnected spaces. James' original combinatorial construction of the Hopf invariant is used as a model. This version can be used for all of the above applications, and the extension to nonconnected spaces leads to a quite elementary proof of the KahnPriddy theorem [2, 15] . Section 1 contains the statements of our compatibility results. In § 2 we apply these results in conjunction with the E-H-P sequence and the Kahn-Priddy theorem. In particular, we prove a "delooped" erates the equivalence relation. The spaces C k X serve as approximations to Ω k Σ k X in the following sense: there are natural maps a k : C k X-+Ω k Σ k X 9 preserving all additive structure, which are homotopy equivalences when X is connected, and group completions in general (see [11, 14] ).
The space C k X is filtered and the quotients of successive filtrations are the reduced extended power spaces D k>q X = ^k(q) + f^Σ q X iqΛ . Here X [g] denotes the g-fold smash product and Y + denotes the union of a space Y with a disjoint basepoint. Let CX-CLX and D q X -D^X.
X be the usual map. There are maps η ktn : C k X-+ Ω n C k Σ n X and β ktn : C k X-+ Ω n C k _ n Σ n X covered by η and the identity map respectively; that is, there are commutative diagrams:
The adjoints, η kf7l and β k , n are therefore covered by iterated evaluation maps. Moreover, the adjoints are filtration preserving Similarly the space Π^o CD k , q X is a ring space. The James-Hopf maps satisfy a "Cartan formula" [2, 9, 15] and in [2] this is interpreted as the statement that Il q >oJ q :C k X-> Π^o CD ktq X is an "exponential" H-map taking the additive structure in C k X to the multiplicative one in Π^o CD kyq X.
The next proposition is the key to our results. PROPOSITION 1.1. (1) The following diagram commutes. This will be proved in § 4. Statement (1) follows essentially from a check of the definitions while (2) requires more care.
As shown in [2] , the "exponential" properties of the maps j q allow them to be extended to QX-
This will be proved in §4. By weak homotopy, we refer to neglect of lim 1 terms. Much of the usefulness of the theorem comes from an understanding of the maps Δ ktn and δ k)7l . The next proposition allows us to identify the maps δ k , n in special cases, PROPOSITION 1.3. ( 
Propositions 1.3 and 1.7 will be proved in §3.
2* Applications* In our first application we apply Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 1.2 to the Kahn-Priddy theorem [8] . For a prime p, Segal [15] n . Our next application mixes our compatibility statements with the E-H-P sequence. We need the following version of Milgram's generalized E-H-P sequence. LEMMA 2.4 [12] .
If X is m -1 connected (and Σ n X is connected) then
is homotopic to a fibration through dimensions <2n + 3m -1 (the metastable range).
The corresponding long exact sequence of homotopy groups is known as the generalized E-H-P sequence. COROLLARY 2.5. If X is m -1 connected then, through dimensions <2n + 3m -1, the following is a homotopy pullback diagram.
QX -QD t X
In particular, through dimensions <2n -1, the following diagram is a pullback.
QS° -^-> QRP°°T
hus the desuspension of 2-torsion through the metastable range is detected by the stable map i.
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, the following diagram commutes
3 implies that the right hand vertical sequence is a fibration and the lemma says that the left hand vertical sequence is a fibration through the desired dimension. Finally we relate our results to Koschorke and Sanderson's theory of self intersections of immersions [9] .
Using the notation of [9] , let V be a manifold without boundary and let ξ be a vector bundle over a space J3, Let ^( V, ξ) be the bordism set of embeddings g -(g lf g 2 ): M-*VxR k for which g x \ M->V is an immersion with normal bundle v expressed as a pullback g:v-> ξ. Thus an element of ^fi&V, ξ) is represented by a triple (M, g, g) . By abuse of notation, we will denote this class by [M] .
Let V c denote the one point compactification of V. Let T(ξ) denote the Thorn space of ξ. PROPOSITION 2.6 [9] . There is a bijection This is proved using a generalization of the classical ThomPontrjagin construction. See [9] for details.
To describe the geometric operations, we recall the following definition. Given a self transverse immersion f:
If £ is a bundle over B, let ξ k>q be the twisted power bundle over <tf k (q) (2) together with Proposition 2.6, yields the next result. This is just a long exact sequence associated to the fibration: [11, Prop. 5.4] .
It is useful to view β kti in the following way.
Let c t = c\ x c'/ where c\: I-+I, c[': P-+-+p\
Then β Iteration defines maps β k , n ; C k X -> Ω n C k _ n Σ n X, with adjoint /S fc , n . As mentioned before, η kin and β k>n are filtration preserving and thus induce J k>n and S A , W . Recall that i:C k X-*C k+n X is the map induced by the inclusion P -> I k+n onto the first k coordinates. We will later make use of the fact that i is homotopic (by a filtration preserving homotopy) to the map i'\ C fc X-> C k+n X induced by the inclusion P-> P +n onto the last k coordinates. For a proof of this, see [11, Lemma 4.9] .
Proof of Proposition 1.3. In statements (1), (2) , and (3) we first reduce the general case to the case n = 1.
Consider the following commutative diagram. Inductively, if we assume statement (1) for n -1, then the statement follows for n by consideration of the two vertical sequences.
Next, suppose q = 2 in the diagram. (2) of the proposition is true for n -1, then the horizontal sequences are cofibrations, and inductively we assume that the right vertical sequence is a cofibration. Then, by diagram chasing, the left vertical sequence will be a cofibration. Statement (3) reduces to the case n = 1 in a similar fashion, upon letting q -p in the diagram. Note that the argument given above for statement (2) goes through here because the set of spheres is closed under suspension.
Thus to prove statement (1) we just need to show that the composite ΣD uq X -> ΣD k+1)q X-^i D kjq ΣX is nullhomotopic for q > 1. This follows immediately from the following observation. To prove statement (2) we need to show that the following sequence is homotopic to a cofibration sequence.
This sequence is equivalent to the following. denote a Dyer-Lashof operation, let β denote the Bockstein, and let X k {x, y) denote the Browder operation on the homology of a ^f c+Γ space (see [4] for the definitions). In [4] it is shown that σ*Q ι x = QVâ nd σ*X k (% 9 y) = X k -&*x, σ*y); while σ*β = βσ* up to sign. We conclude that the above sequence induces a short exact homology sequence:
The proposition follows.
Proof of Proposition 1.7. It suffices to show that the quadrilaterals commute and the triangles commute up to a natural filtration preserving homotopy in the following diagram.
The quadrilaterals can be seen to commute by a check of definitions.
For the commutativity of the triangles it suffices to let n = 1. The left hand triangle commutes when i is replaced by i':
As mentioned before, i is homotopic to i\ To prove that C k X βk>n Ώ"C k _ n Σ"X the right hand triangles commute, we show that
commutes up to a filtration preserving homotopy. Again replace ί by V.
then we have following formulae: We first note that a straightforward inductive argument reduces our statements to the case n = 1.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. The commutativity of diagram (1) in its adjoint form follows from a straightforward check of definitions.
We digress to note that this diagram is a special case of the following more general statement about maps j q . We use the language of coefficient systems and 77-spaces from [5] .
In general, there are James maps
where X is a / 
To see the specialization of this diagram to the adjoint of diagram (1) of Proposition 1.1 and to prepare for proof of (2), we recall the construction of the James-Hopf maps from [5] .
Let F(Y, q) c Y Q denote the configuration space of distinct g-tuples in Y«. If X is based, let with the equivalence relation generated as before. There is a natural equivalence C k X = C(R k , X), under the map which assigns to a set of cubes, their centers.
The James-Hopf maps are constructed as follows. We first define maps j q : C k X^ C (B k>q , D k>q X) . If [c, X] e C k X is in filtration r, then j q ((c, x) ) will be in filtration m, where m is the binomial coefficient This is well-defined and continuous. An embedding B kjq -> JB°° induces a map
and the composite with the above maps defines j q :C k X-*CD ktq X. Proposition 1.1 (1) now follows from the application of the lemma to the special case in which <£* -^, the little cubes operad, <jg» = ^(B k>q ), the coefficient system with tth space F(B k>qi ί), and P=S\ The proof of statement (2) show that the following diagram commutes, and that, when the product is taken over all q ^ 0, the homotopy is through compatible iί-maps.
To show this we make use auxiliary spaces, lying between To conclude that this homotopy is an ϋ-map we first note that Πg^o C(B k>q , D k _ 1>q X) also has a natural fZ-space structure. In the language of [2] , <g" has a separated sum. Proposition 1.1 (2) now follows from the following lemma. That (a) is a strict iϊ-map is shown in [2] . That the maps (b)-(g) are strict ff-maps follows from a straightforward check of the definitions. Statement (h) follows from statements (a), (d), and (g) and the fact that i 2 is an injection.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As remarked before, it suffices to prove the theorem when n -1. We will just show that the second diagram homotopy commutes; that the first diagram commutes follows from a slightly simpler but essentially identical argument.
To extend the James-Hopf maps 
